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NEARLY BUT NOT QUITE  By Dave Hill. 
I have hunted in recent years, in vain, for a perfin machine.  

I have come across many company seal or letterhead embossing  
machines in antique shops or car boot sales but never a perfin  
machine. 

I thought my luck had changed when I turned up for my weekly 
duty at our town museum. Someone had brought in a machine about  
12" wide and it had pins! It might have been a multi-die machine  
but it wasn't. The central lever brought down a line of pins in  
guillotine fashion and it would have been used for raffle tickets  
and the like. 

I illustrate the pattern to show how easy it would be to 

 
confuse it with some of our straight line design perfins (design  
600.01 etc.). The machine was made by the distinctively named  
Harrild & Sons, London. From an old directory I find they made 
machinery for printers and this type of machine must have been 
fairly common. 

*    *    *    * 
SEEN IN AUCTION 

Phil Butcher was at an auction very recently when an unusual  
stamp failed to reach its reserve. It was a 2½d blue PUC with  
INVERTED WMK; V.F.U. parcel cancel; perfin PF of Peak Frean. The 
estimate was £58. If anyone is interested it may still be  
available from The New Raynes Stamp Co., 2A Corporation Street, 
Chesterfield S41 7TP. 

Alastair Walter reports the following. (Ed.- note the  
realisation bids and then read Dr. Pocock's article.) 

From A.B.C. Stamp Auctions - 12th August 1995.  
 
AUSTRALIA 
Lot 72 S.G.060 - 1916-18 5d rough paper - perf OS - v.f.u. - 

slightly off centre - small crease - Cat.£100; Est.£40; Real. £27. 
Lot 73  S.G.071 - 1918-23 2d - inv. wmk. - perf OS - f.u. - well  

off centre. Cat. £35; Est.£6; Real.£4. 




